[Mutant gene expression in mouse aggregation chimeras. 8. The effect of the white gene on coat pigmentation].
Aggregation of mouse embryos produced 11 chimaeras Miwh/+C/C----+/+c/c and 8 chimaeras +/+C/C----+/+c/c (control). Chimaerism was detected by mosaicism of coat retinal pigment epithelium and by electrophoretic pattern of glucose phosphate isomerase. All chimaeras showed a common pattern of pigmented and unpigmented hair regions that alternated as stripes of different length and width and extended from spine in lateral-ventral direction. However, white coat color predominated in Miwh/+C/C----+/+c/c chimaeras due to a higher proportion of unpigmented zones as well as to weakening of hair color in pigmented areas. Besides, distal regions of limbs were always unpigmented in Miwh/+C/C----+/+c/c chimaeras and completely or partially pigmented in +/+C/C----+/+c/c chimaeras. Pigmented hair regions are often located on the ventral trunk surface where the Miwh/+ heterozygotes usually had an unpigmented spot. The examination of hairs, taken from the same regions of gray coloration, revealed the presence of pigmented, unpigmented and mosaic hairs. The proportion of unpigmented hairs was much higher in Miwh/+C/C----+/+c/c chimaeras than in +/+C/C----+/+c/c chimaeras. The data obtained indicate that a single Miwh gene dose reduced proliferative activity of melanoblasts which resulted in weakening of coat pigmentation.